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5

rama is life with the dull bits cut out.
—ALFRED HITCHCOCK, DIRECTOR

D

In this scene early
in Shakespeare’s
Romeo and Juliet,
the two main char-
acters, children
from feuding fami-
lies, meet and fall
in love. The situa-
tions that arise
from this initial
incident provide
the action in this
classic tragedy.
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Vocabulary
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situation

Focus Questions
What are the narrative essentials of a written play?

What influence has Aristotle had on drama?

How does modern drama differ from traditional drama?

What does the exposition of a play reveal?

How is a plot divided into parts?

How do playwrights create characters?

What is the theme of a play?

How do playwrights use dialogue, action, and situation?

The play is the central element of the art of theater. It is
brought to life by the actors; expressed through the media of
color, light, and movement against a background of stage

and scenery; and unified by the creative vision of the director.

A play has four narrative essentials: exposition, plot, characters,
and theme. These four elements are communicated through the dia-
logue and action of a drama. The way the playwright arranges and
presents these four narrative essentials is the structure of the play.

Whatever the future structure of drama may be, the plays that will
survive will be those that reveal the heights and depths of 
human experience and serve as an uplifting and creative force 
in civilization.

SETTING THE SCENE
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�Tradition and Innovation 
in Drama

An early attempt to identify the basic principles of playwriting came from
the Greek philosopher Aristotle (384–322 B.C.) in the Poetics. As part of his
discussion of tragedy, he describes what he considered to be the key ele-
ments of a successful play. He stresses that drama is an imitation of life,
that we learn through imitation, and that learning something is the great-
est pleasure in life. Aristotle also points out that human happiness or mis-
ery takes the form of action. He therefore identifies plot as the most
important element of a play.

Aristotle maintained that the action must have unity: it must be
complete in itself, with a beginning, a middle, and an end. Events must
occur in logical order and must reach a plausible conclusion. The actions
and speech of the main character, called the protagonist, must be believ-
able. The protagonists should be “average or better” persons who experi-
ence happiness or misery as a result of their reactions to the situations of
the plot. The resolution of the action in a tragedy should purge the emo-
tions of the audience through pity and fear and reveal a universal truth.

Aristotle’s theories gradually came to be considered rules, and these
have been applied through the years by many dramatists. Although
Aristotle calls only for unity of action and briefly mentions unity of time,
the French and Italian neoclassicists of the sixteenth century set up rules
requiring the use of three unities: time, action, and place. Their rules
demanded that a play should consist of one action that occurs in one place
within one twenty-four-hour period. The three unities became essential in
French classical tragedy.
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Aristotle’s Key Elements of a Play
• Spectacle (the visible part of a play)

• Sound (the audible part of a play, especially a poetic play)

• Diction (language)

• Character (a person in a play)

• Reasoning (the way speech is used to present all aspects of
the play, including the production of emotions such as pity,
terror, and anger)

• Plot (the action and events of a play)
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Later playwrights disregarded many of the traditional rules. There
was a tradition, for example, for all plays to be divided into three or five
acts. The climax came at the end of the second act in three-act
plays and at the end of the third act in five-act plays. Now many
plays consist of two parts or of several scenes with a single
intermission or, occasionally, no intermission at all. This
change affected what, for many years, had been accepted as the
traditional plot structure. 

Another trend in recent years is that playwrights’ styles
have been influenced by the type of stage for which a play is
intended. Today the open stage is increasingly used. Unlike the
proscenium arch, which strictly separates the audience from the
actors, the open stages—the arena, and the thrust stage—elimi-
nate the principle of aesthetic distance, the reminder that a play
is a play and not reality. The resulting intimacy, along with the
lack of realistic sets and stage curtains, affects the styles play-
wrights use for their plays.

�Narrative Essentials
Despite modern innovations and experimentation, the traditional struc-
ture of drama still dominates the theatrical scene. Since you are studying
the art of the theater, it is necessary for you to understand the four-part
structure of the traditional drama.

EXPOSITION

As soon as possible after a play begins, the audience must know what kind
of play is being presented, where and when it is taking place, who the lead-
ing characters are, and in what situations and conflicts they find them-
selves. These facts constitute the literary setting. The process of making
them apparent to the audience is called the exposition. Playwrights know
that exposition is necessary, but at the same time they realize that infor-
mation without action is often uninteresting. A skillfully written exposi-
tion is brief and unobtrusive. It tells the where, when, why, and who in a
subtle way. Today the time and the place in which the play is set are usu-
ally printed clearly in the program. Sometimes a playwright has a charac-
ter state the facts. Shakespeare did this many times because he had no
scenery to show the place and no programs to supply the information. In
Twelfth Night, for example, the captain says to Viola, “This is Illyria,
lady.” The entire scene that follows (Act I, Scene 2) reveals information
that the audience needs in order to understand the action of the play.

”You will not learn
much if you play it
safe and avoid
potential mistakes
by not exploring the
unknown.“

—LLOYD RICHARDS,
DIRECTOR

FROM
THE PROS
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The exposition also
establishes the atmosphere
and the mood of the play.
Atmosphere is the environ-
ment of the play, largely cre-
ated by staging and lighting.
The various tempos of speech
and movement and the
choice of language also con-
tribute to the atmosphere.
The atmosphere helps bring
out the feelings that create
the mood, or emotional feel-
ing of the play. The charac-
ters, setting, lighting, and dia-
logue all help bring out the
mood. The audience should
be able to identify the mood

at the start of the play. The mood of a play is subject to change or reversal
as the play progresses. For example, Shakespeare’s comedy As You Like It

opens with a dark mood and ends on a lighter note.
The most important part of the exposition is the prelimi-

nary situation, sometimes called the antecedent action. This is a
clearly defined explanation of events that have occurred in the
lives of the leading characters before the action of the play begins.
These events place them in the situation in which we find them
at the beginning of the play.

Playwrights use various devices to handle the exposition of
the preliminary situation. The most common technique is to
have minor characters bring the audience up-to-date. More origi-
nal methods are the use of prologues, telephone conversations,
narrators, and ingenious scenic effects. In The Caine Mutiny
Court Martial, a drama about a military court trial, front curtains
are not used. The audience becomes a part of the action while
clerks, attorneys, and attendants casually explain the case. In The
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Greek theater prohib-
ited scenes of violence
onstage. The audience
learned about such
events from speeches
made by someone who
witnessed them or by a
tableau (tăb’ • lō’), a
scene presented by
silent and unmoving
actors,  showing the
results of the violent act.

CUE ▼

In this Broadway production of
Dracula starring Frank Langella,
lighting accentuates the coldness of
Dracula’s castle. The combination of
lighting and scenery gives the play a
foreboding atmosphere.
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Diary of Anne Frank and I Remember Mama, the audience hears the
young main characters as they write about themselves in their journals at
the opening of the plays and between scenes.

The expert dramatist can convey a great deal of information very
quickly. In Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare, through the use of the chorus
and the dialogue, supplies us with the following information about the
preliminary situation:

• Romeo’s and Juliet’s families are bitterly feuding.

• Romeo thinks he is in love with Rosaline.

• Juliet has caught the interest of a man named Paris.

• Romeo and Juliet are doomed to death.

• The Prince of Verona decrees the death penalty for the next 
member of the feuding families to start a quarrel.

• Romeo hears of a party that Juliet’s family is having and decides to
attend in disguise.

PLOT

The plot of the play is the series of related events that take place before the
audience. It is the development and resolution of the major conflict. There
is usually a problem facing the protagonist. From that problem a conflict
arises between the protagonist and the antagonist, the person or force
opposing the protagonist. It might be a clash of wills or wits. It might be a
psychological struggle between phases of the protagonist’s personality and
the environment. It might be a battle between groups with ideological dif-
ferences. Whether physical, mental, or emotional, the conflicting ele-
ments must give rise to suspense and then be resolved in some manner.

The plot usually unfolds in several stages. The chart that begins on
the following page explains the stages in plot structure and the events in
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet that conform to this structure.

Read the first two scenes of any Shakespearean play. As you read, iden-
tify elements that reveal the where, when, why, and who of the play.

Application
ACTIVITY
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Stages in the How the Plot of a Play Plot Development in
Plot Structure Develops Romeo and Juliet

Preliminary This is the explanation of events We meet the protagonists, Romeo
Situation that occurred before the action of and Juliet, whose families are 

the play begins. feuding.

Initial Incident This is the first important event They meet, kiss, and fall in love.
from which the rest of the plot
develops. It makes the audience
wonder what will happen next.

Rising Action This is the series of events follow- Romeo and Juliet profess their 
ing the initial incident. All or love and secretly marry.
nearly all important characters are Romeo’s friend Mercutio is killed
introduced, and the goals and  by Tybalt, Juliet’s cousin. Romeo
obstacles facing the protagonists kills Tybalt in retaliation and 
are revealed then. A series of  must flee. To avoid a forced
situations develops from the con- marriage, Juliet takes a potion
flict to lift the level of interest. that makes her appear dead.

Climax This is the turning point of the Romeo fails to receive the message 
action. It is the moment of that Juliet took a potion but 
intense crisis that determines  instead receives a message that 
the outcome of the conflict. Juliet is dead. Romeo rushes back 

to Verona, enters the tomb, and 
sees Juliet apparently dead. He 
takes poison. Juliet awakens to find
Romeo dead and takes her own life
with his dagger.

Falling Action This is the series of events follow- The deaths are discovered, and the
ing the climax. It is usually shorter friar explains Romeo and Juliet’s
than the rising action. The marriage and how their deaths
incidents must be significant. came about to the families.

Conclusion This is the logical outcome of the The Montagues and the Capulets
preceding action: the success or come together, and the feud is
failure, happiness or sorrow of the dissolved.
characters.
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Another term for the resolution of a play is denouement
(dā�• n ¯̄̄ ¯oo • mäN )́. The French for “untying the knot,” it addresses the
untangling of complications in a play and the resolution of these compli-
cations. In the Poetics, Aristotle explains, “By complication I mean every-
thing from the beginning of the story up to the point where the hero suf-
fers a change of fortune; by denouement, everything from the latter point
to the end.”
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PLOT STRUCTURE

1 2
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Preliminary Situation
Initial Incident
Rising Action
Climax
Falling Action
Conclusion

The sword fight between Tybalt and Mercutio in Romeo and Juliet stems from the conflict
between the Capulets and the Montagues. The situations that arise from this conflict con-
stitute the rising action that leads to the ultimate climax of the play.
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The situation is the predicament or problem the plot revolves around.
Georges Polti, in his book The Thirty-Six Dramatic Situations, proposes
the following situations as the basis of all dramas.

The Thirty-Six Dramatic Situations

1. Supplication

2. Deliverance

3. Crime pursued by 
vengeance

4. Vengeance taken for
kindred upon kindred

5. Pursuit

6. Disaster

7. Falling prey to cruelty
or misfortune

8. Revolt

9. Daring enterprise

10. Abduction

11. The enigma

12. Obtaining

13. Enmity of kinsmen

14. Rivalry of kinsmen

15. Murderous adultery

16. Madness

17. Fatal imprudence

18. Involuntary crimes of love
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19. Slaying of a kinsman 
unrecognized

20. Self-sacrificing for an ideal

21. Self-sacrifice for kindred

22. All sacrificed for a passion

23. Necessity of sacrificing loved
ones

24. Rivalry of superior and inferior

25. Adultery

26. Crimes of love

27. Discovery of the dishonor of a
loved one

28. Obstacles to love

29. An enemy loved

30. Ambition

31. Conflict with a god

32. Mistaken jealousy

33. Erroneous judgment

34. Remorse

35. Recovery of a lost one

36. Loss of loved ones
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CHARACTERS

There are few things in the world as interesting as people. The characters
in a play should be people who can hold the audience’s interest throughout
the play. In a well-written play, even the most minor characters have inter-
esting, unique personalities. Some plays, particularly in the twentieth cen-
tury, use group protagonists, a number of people who together serve as the
protagonist. In Thornton Wilder’s Our Town, for example, it is the towns-
people as a whole who are the main characters, even though Emily is the
focal character and group representative.

Although the phrasing is dated, no one has ever discovered any addi-
tional plot situations. In other words, it makes no difference whether a
play is four hundred years old or will be written four hundred years from
now, these are the conflicts on which all dramatic literature is based.

1. Choose a play or a story with which you are familiar. Outline the
elements of the plot, using a chart similar to the one explaining the
plot of Romeo and Juliet.

2. Test Georges Polti’s assertion that all drama is based on just thirty-
six situations. Recall several dramatic situations from plays or films.
Do they fit one of Polti’s categories? 

Application
ACTIVITIES

In this production of Whose
Life Is It Anyway?, Tom Conti
plays the protagonist.
Paralyzed after a traffic acci-
dent, he fights for the right to
be allowed to die. Other
actors who have also played
this role include Mary Tyler
Moore and Richard Dreyfuss.
It is a challenging part—how
would you show a well-
rounded, believable character
to the audience if you could
move nothing below your
neck?
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Characters in a play must be vivid and varied in personality, with
their dominant traits made evident through their speeches and actions. We
often remember a well-developed characterization long after we have seen
or read a play.

A playwright develops characters mostly through their words and
actions. The characters’ actions must suit their positions in life and their
past experiences. The playwright also reveals characters by what they say
to and about one another.

In writing the dialogue, or lines of the play, the dramatist must make
a character speak as the audience would expect the women and men in the
character’s time, social class, community, and experience to speak. At the
same time the playwright must advance the plot, motivate the actions of
the characters, and place the characters in exciting or amusing situations.
The playwright must often sacrifice beauty of language to naturalness of
speech, yet the characters cannot talk aimlessly as people often do in real-
ity; every word must serve a function in the development of the play.

Clever lines are valuable in comedy, but they should be consistent
with the character of the person speaking them. Witty dialogue might
actually hurt a play if it is not in harmony with the overall aim of the play-
wright.

262

In scenes where there
is little action, the
dialogue must be riv-
eting enough to carry
the scene.
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Sometimes playwrights use soliloquies to reveal character.
Soliloquies are speeches in which actors talk alone—think
aloud—about themselves and their motives or about other people
and situations. Soliloquies were accepted as a vital part of drama
until realistic plays became popular. In life, people do not talk
aloud to themselves very often. The soliloquy is such a simple
way to reveal a character’s inner thoughts, however, that modern
playwrights still use it occasionally. Thornton Wilder uses the
soliloquy in Our Town, as does Tennessee Williams in The Glass
Menagerie.

The most important phase of characterization is understanding 
your character’s motivation. Every action of a character must have a rea-
son behind it, which in turn must be the result of both the character’s 
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The best known of all
soliloquies is Hamlet’s
famous “To be or not
to be” speech, in which
he thinks aloud about
committing suicide.

▼ CUE

In a soliloquy a char-
acter can disclose vital
information to the
audience without
having to disclose it
to other characters.
The natural-sounding
delivery of a soliloquy
requires much 
practice.
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personality and the situation of the moment. To define the character’s
motivation and personality, a playwright must continually ask the fol-
lowing questions about each character.

• What does this character need or want?
• Who or what stands in the way of the character’s needs 

or wants?
• What conditions affect the character’s thoughts, words, and

actions?
• Why does this character say or do certain things?

264� Appreciating the Drama

Study a character in a play or a work of fiction. Use the questions
above to define the character’s motivation and personality. Then
assume the part of that character as other members of your class ask
you questions. Answer the questions as you think the character would
answer them.

Application
ACTIVITY

At the conclusion of Julius Caesar, Mark Antony (played by Al Pacino) stands over the body
of Brutus (played by Martin Sheen). As part of the falling action, Brutus has committed 
suicide by falling on his sword.
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THEME

The theme is the basic idea of a play, which the author dramatizes through
the conflicts of characters. Sometimes the playwright states the theme in
words spoken by a character, but often it is left to the interpretation of the
audience or the reader. There may be many ideas presented in a play, but
do not mistake a minor truth for the main theme. The theme of a play is
the specific idea that gives unity and purpose to everything that happens.
Sometimes the writer states the theme in the title, as in Whose Life Is It
Anyway?, You Can’t Take It with You, and She Stoops to Conquer. At
other times, the theme is actually stated in a key line, emphasized or
expressed by the leading character as a personal philosophy of life, and
then carried out in the situations resulting from this philosophy. For
example, in Man of La Mancha, Cervantes writes, “Too much sanity may
be madness, but the maddest of all is to see life as it is and not as it should
be.” The theme of Romeo and Juliet is left to the audience to infer. It
might be stated as “The depth and beauty of pure love go beyond the bar-
riers of prejudice and revenge.”

A moral, on the other hand, is a lesson or a principle contained
within a play or taught by a play. Although some plays make a moral state-
ment, many plays have no particular moral. Instead, they are written to
show how a certain type of individual would react under certain circum-
stances or simply to portray an interesting phase of life.
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The theme of Man of
La Mancha, the wist-
ful longing for ideal-
ism and heroism, is
expressed through
the dialogue and situ-
ations of the play.
One of the characters
sums it up when he
theorizes that real
insanity is not allow-
ing ourselves to
dream of a better
world.
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Summarize the chapter by answering the following questions.

1. Name and define the four narrative essentials of a play. How are
these narrative essentials communicated by the dramatist?

2. Who first expressed the principles of traditional drama? What did he
identify as the key elements of a play?

3. How does some modern drama differ from traditional drama?
4. How does mood differ from atmosphere?
5. What are the five major parts of plot structure that follow the pre-

liminary situation? 
6. Describe three methods of characterization available to playwrights.
7. How does a theme differ from a moral?

1. Select a movie or a television play. Identify the four narrative essen-
tials. Discuss how the dramatist presents each element.

2. Twentieth- and twenty-first-century playwrights often break the
rules of traditional drama. Read either Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for
Godot or Eugène Ionesco’s The Chairs. Describe some of the rules
these dramatists break.

3. Describe a play or a movie that made you think about its theme.

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

Summary
and Key

Ideas

C H A P T E R 5 REVIEW

Discussing
Ideas

Community TheaterFOCUS ON

Would you like to give support to a resource
that strengthens your community and lets
people of all ages participate? Then com-
munity theater might be for you. Community
theaters throughout the country provide a
great venue for performing and viewing
drama. Community theaters give burgeoning
actors and directors the opportunity to prac-
tice and improve their skills.
Directing Community Theater The
director is the link between the playwright
and the actors. He or she must have strong
skills in analyzing plays and working with
people. Directors must also be familiar with

all the arts and crafts that contribute to a pro-
duction. With your teacher’s permission, do
some research using Internet sites such 
as the Community Theater Green Room
(www.communitytheater.org) to find out 
more about what directing community 
theater involves. In a brief essay, summarize
your findings.
Volunteering With a partner, work to find
out more about community theaters in your
town or state. Are they currently in need of
volunteers? Share your volunteering informa-
tion with the rest of the class.
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A Day in the Life The first dramas people
experience are in their own lives. Choose a
day from your life and explain how you
would use your day as the basis for a play. It
can be an exciting or frustrating day or just
a typical twenty-four-hour period—every
day holds drama of one kind or another. As
you construct the plan for your drama,
incorporate the four narrative essentials.

Consider the following points:

• Decide whether you are the protago-
nist, the antagonist, or both.

• Make sure your exposition describes
the where, when, why, and who of
your drama and establishes the
atmosphere and mood of your play.

• Plan your plot so that it follows the
plot-structure diagram.

• Choose interesting characters, and
plan to develop them well.

• Decide on a theme or a moral.

REVIEW WORKSHOP

Analyzing a
Nontraditional Play
With a group of class-
mates, read a modern

play that has abandoned traditional dramatic
structure, such as Edward Albee’s The
Sandbox. Use the plot-structure diagram on
page 259 to trace the action. Then use
the following questions to discuss why
and how the playwright departed from
traditional form.

• How does the playwright communi-
cate the where, when, why, and
who of the play?

• How does the playwright use dia-
logue, action, and situation to
develop the characters?

• How does the plot depart from the
plot-structure diagram?

Literature Choose a
short story you like.
How would you trans-
late the story into a

play? Identify the four narrative essentials.
Analyze the plot according to the plot-structure
diagram. Describe the characters, and evaluate
their development in the story. Are they inter-
esting? Do the dialogue, action, and situations
adequately develop the characters? Can you
infer a theme or moral from the story? How
does a drama differ from a short story?

Across the
CURRICULUM
Activity

INDEPENDENT
ACTIVITY

THE STRUCTURE OF DRAMA

Cooperative
Learning
Activity

• What is the theme or the moral of the
play?

• Is the play more or less effective because
it does not follow the traditional 
structure?

Compare your group’s conclusions with those
of other groups.
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